THE THIRD NEXT 5 MINUTES, AN AMSTERDAM BASED CONFERENCE ON TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS CULTURE, FEATURING DO-IT-YOURSELF MEDIA, DISSIDENT ART AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA ACTIVISTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD, WILL TAKE PLACE ON THE 12TH, 13TH AND 14TH OF MARCH 1999.

FROM ITS BEGINNING IN 1993, THE NEXT 5 MINUTES 1, 2 AND NOW 3 HAS FOLLOWED THE GROWTH OF TACTICAL MEDIA. THE TERM 'TACTICAL MEDIA' REFERS TO A CRITICAL USAGE AND THEORISATION OF MEDIA PRACTICES THAT DRAW ON ALL FORMS OF OLD AND NEW MEDIA FOR ACHIEVING A VARIETY OF SPECIFIC NON-COMMERCIAL GOALS AND PUSHING A PLETHORA OF POTENTIALLY SUBVERSIVE POLITICAL ISSUES. MOVING BEYOND THE MERE ASSERTION OF THE NET AS A RELATIVELY NEW MEDIUM, THE N5M3 WILL BE DEBATING THE WIDER SOCIAL, CULTURAL AND POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS OF AN EVER GROWING IMPULSE TO DIGITALISE INFORMATION. PLUS THE CONFERENCE WILL BE LOOKING AT THE RECENT POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CONSTELLATIONS EVOLVING FROM CURRENTLY EMERGING INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION STRUCTURES. WHILE ANALYSING THESE MORE HOMOGENISING FORCES OF CONVERGENCE, THERE WILL BE AN EMPHASIS ON THE NECESSITY OF EMPLOYING AND DEPLOYING A VARIETY OF TACTICAL AND INDEPENDENT MEDIA.

THESE ISSUES WILL BE ADDRESSED ON TWO LEVELS: A STRUCTURAL EXAMINATION OF EMPOWERING STRATEGIES IN NEW INFORMATIONAL ENVIRONMENTS WITH AN EMPHASIS ON THE NOTION OF 'TACTICAL NETWORKS' AND 'ELECTRONIC BORDERS'. THE LATTER REFERS TO THE DISTURBING FACT THAT IN INFORMATION SOCIETIES, SOCIAL, POLITICAL AND CULTURAL DIVISIONS ARE INCREASINGLY DRAWN ALONG THE LINES OF ACCESSIBILITY TO ELECTRONIC MEDIA. IN DISCUSSING THIS, WE WILL ALSO BE LOOKING BEYOND THE WEST, HIGHLIGHTING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENT MEDIA IN DIVERSE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CLIMATES.

N5M3 WILL BE A WORKING CONFERENCE COMPRISED OF A FOCUSED PUBLIC PROGRAM PLUS A VARIETY OF SMALLER-SCALE SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS. ESSENTIAL TO THE CONFERENCE IS THE EXCHANGE OF IDEAS, EXPERIENCE, WORKING METHODS, AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF LONG-TERM PARTNERSHIPS AND NETWORK STRUCTURES.
THE ART OF CAMPAIGNING

The Art of Campaigning as a topic was inspired by the works of the McLibel group [http://www.mcspotlight.org]. Their type of net.campaign challenges previous forms of activism, which concentrated on mass media and its ability to influence public opinion by staging direct action. For decades, larger NGO's such as Greenpeace have worked from and developed this model, and their strategies haven't varied radically since the seventies. The strategic course has by now been well plotted: the usual PR material, i.e. official reports, books, folders, flyers, magazines and original video footage shot on location. Campaigns are planned long in advance allowing very little space for informal and/or immediate interventions. The process of campaigning in this sense has become acutely similar to the marketing strategies of consumer goods and the role of the volunteer has become a highly professionalised. However, today's political campaigns have the potential to offer much more than counter-information. Internet sites can be used to upload data or hack into corporate/state sites, or at least attempt to do so. Rather than simply disseminating information these campaigns are continually changing and adapting a multitude of strategies to respond to a variety of situations. This form of campaigning consists of dynamic networks of people, groups and databases.

WHY CAMPAIGNS?
The Art of Campaigning is important to address because there are fewer radical, fast-acting critical movements, that have the ability to gain momentum in a short period of time. The format of the campaign seems to be an appropriate answer to the (apparent) lack of political activities in the late nineties. Campaigns are less local; they are directed, fragmented and prepared against the Net and other communication media. Campaigns usually culminate into actual events; summer camps, demonstrations, the occupation of a certain site, gathering people together from very different locations and backgrounds. Most campaigns require the work of dedicated technical (media) specialists and are multi-disciplinary by their very nature: video, dance, music, cooking, communication, radio, print, websites, support groups elsewhere, etc.

The Art of Campaigning, for us, consists of two aspects. The first dealing with methodology, strategy and tactics. The second dealing with necessity. Why has campaigning become more important these days? In part, the need for campaigning can be read as an index to poverty, lack of voice and the absence of effective social and political movements. Though this issue is not specifically media-related, it does point to the current attempts to break out of the closed autonomous and alternative ghettos, the leftovers of the eighties. The time is over to be woefully sentimental about the amateurish "good will" character of campaigns. These days, campaigns have changed their directions and topics, and are surprisingly ahead of their time. They truly embody and express all the urgent (global) political themes. Rather than soliciting the aid of professional advertisement specialists, campaigns need to reconnect with tactical media. This touches on the second aspect: the political aesthetics of campaigning. Alternative campaigns could learn a lot from designers, artists and other new media experts, and conversely visual practitioners have much to gain from the urgent agenda's that seek to express themselves through new media channels.

For the conference we intend to create an open show element, in which a lot of different people can display their work and speak about them on stage. The program will conclude with a panel discussion, in which different strategies, models, and problems are discussed. For this show, new guests and participants are welcome until the last five minutes.

But of course we will also invite some of the most interesting campaigners we have encountered beforehand. First of all the "Sans Papiers" campaign from Paris [http://bok.net/pajol], and its German counterpart, the "Kein Mensch ist Illegal" campaign [http://www.contrast.org/borders], that both deal with the issue of refugees and immigration. These campaigns are both radical and media aware, overcoming the laming shift of the eighties when the notions of "alternative" and "media" (-technologies) seemed to exclude each other.

Another campaign, touching on the PGG issue, is the anti-MAI campaign and the Global Action Network [http://www.agp.org] dealing with trade issues. Another remarkable example is the Clean Clothes Campaign [http://www.cleanclothes.org], a global campaign that addresses working conditions in the textile industries around the world, with a particular emphasis on developing countries where the production work for the international garment industries is out-sourced, and working conditions are often appalling.

* Art of Campaigning contact person: Geert Lovink (geert@xs4all.nl)
THE ART OF CAMPAIGNING
NEXT TO A CENTRAL DEBATE THERE WILL BE THREE ADDITIONAL WORKSHOPS:

1. NETACTIVISM
This is a forum on the current practices of counter information and 'Electronic Civil Disobedience', critiques from activists and more technical criticisms from hackers. Is it enough to offer counter information on the web? Mailmilitary and news-groups these days are essential tools for political groups and social movements. (see for example: http://www.enn.org, http://www.tao.ca). There are more and more independent servers, but does the content ever leave the self-created information ghetto? Is it possible to escape alternative realms and attack the state and corporations in a more direct way? In what way could hackers and activists collaborate?
Coordination: Geert Lovink, Patrice Riemen (patrice@x54all.nl), Carl Guderian (carl@pop.net)

2. MEETING THE INITIATIVES THAT DEAL WITH MIGRANTS AND 'ILLEGAL' PEOPLE
(Sans Papiers, Kein Mensch ist Illegal, etc.)
Coordination: Florian Schneider (fscl@iuu.de)

3. PANEL DISCUSSION: MEDIA CAMPAIGNS AGAINST MULTI-NATIONALS, COUNTER STRATEGIES OF CORPORATIONS.
"The greatest threat to the corporate world's reputation comes from the Internet, the pressure groups newest weapon. Their agile use of global tools such as the Internet reduces the advantage that corporate budgets once provided." Quoted is a PR manager teaching multinationals how to deal with modern day pressure groups, creatively using the power of the media sound bite. Losing control of the situation as result of the activities of a pressure group has become a nightmare scenario for the modern multinational enterprise. Some of them learn fast, from their enemies, from us that is. PR-companies are hired to change the worst scenario into a business opportunity. What are the modern times strategies of present day companies? How to pass by the PR: department of your local multinational? How to deal with these modern spin doctors? See also: http://www.x54all.nl/-evel/debten.pdf
Coordination: Eveline Lubbers (evel@x54all.nl)

POST GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATION
One of the four main themes of the NSM3 is the 'Post-Governmental Organization,' a title that is meant more polemically than descriptively. The 'PGO' label raises the question of the practical, political and ethical implications of strong, potentially global, independent organisations. The theme will be approached from different critical, analytical and ironic perspectives in a public debate, and the PGO Design Show ('Get Organised').

THE PGO THEME
The notion of the 'Post-Governmental Organisation' is obviously an ironic variation on the now well established concept of the NGO, the Non-Governmental Organisation. Over the past twenty or so years, NGOs have become important actors in the arena of national, international and global politics. The role of NGO's in the struggle for human rights, the ecology, debt relief, migrants' rights, humane working and living conditions, etc., is increasingly recognised by official political bodies. As a result, NGOs are now regularly represented at global eco-summits, they advise different UN institutions and are used as experts in court cases. Thus, NGOs are taking over tasks that traditionally were the domain of nation states, whether democratic or not. They become part of what Saskia Sassen has referred to as a 'crisis of government', in which political decision-making and control is shifting away from national governments towards private and public NGOs of all sorts and types.
NGO's which do not only survey, criticise and complement such governmental structures, but which take on an active role in replacing government functions, can be called PGO's. The PGO theme will focus specifically on new non-institutionalised ways in which people organise themselves around cultural, social, and political concerns that emerge in the internationally networked communication environments.

This implies that the PGO cannot be seen as generally good or bad. Rather, the hypothesis of the PGO suggests that for many independent initiatives and organisations, the question of responsibility and power is changing in a fundamental way. Whereas they used to be able to define themselves as the 'other' of given power structures, the erosion of hierarchical political structures has created a more heterogeneous political arena in which public agency is 'up for grabs'. Much of the political vacuum is created and filled by unhy alliances between political and private actors, who make sure that they benefit from the retreat of the nation state, but many well-meaning, morality sound, independent PGO are also finding themselves in a position where they have to switch from strategies of protest and campaigning, to strategies of political agency and the building of organisational structures.

The PGO theme at the NSM3 tries to straddle the double-sidedness of the theme. It tries to formulate a constructive critique of the PGO, pointing out its dangers and, at the same time, analysing the most creative and inspiring models for building PGOs. After all, there is a continuing need for new, critical and independent organisations that are able to challenge the debilitating and exploiting political structures that stifle large parts of the world. And why not learn from the successes and failures of Saatchi & Saatchi, Sorens, the IMF, financial consulting companies and informal networks of independent radio producers?

Experience has shown that, in many ways, organisations like Greenpeace and Amnesty International are better equipped to deal with the conditions of the new system of power create. This is partly due to the fact that they have always been organised as distributed, international entities, relying heavily on their communications infrastructures. They also seem to be more fit for the new environment because they are organised around spheres of interest rather than traditional geographic and socio-political structures. However, while the NGO's have become important actors in the arena of international and global politics, they have also become bureaucratic structures that often act as a 'state without the state', with little or no democratic accountability or legitimisation.

The PGO is neither East nor West, North or South, nor Post East/West/Modern, it is rather an attempt at an answer to the contradictions and the syndromes of globalisation. Therefore, some people prefer to translate PGO as Post Global Organisation. For them, the crucial question at this stage is not so much the relation with governmental structures, but how we can get over the myths of globalisation, and what the necessary organisational structures for this era beyond the ideology of globalism would be.

The challenge for the PGO strand at the NSM3 will be not to get stuck in an impasse, but to use the critical debate as a starting point for a fresh approach to the construction and the shaping of strong static organisations, both beyond stifling debates about the nation state as well as beyond the NGO question.

THE PGO DESIGN SHOW
Get Organised!
Design Your Own Post-Governmental Organisation

As a part of the PGO debate, NSM3 will host a unique PGO Design Show, in which contributors will present the most and the least effective strategies for achieving global presence. The PGO Design Show will offer models and counter-models, witty and serious, inspiring and ridiculous proposals for organisations that just might change the world for the better.

An open call is issued to all those who have the blue-print for a Post-Governmental Organisation and who want to present it to an international audience of enthusiastic, desperate, and power-hungry minds.

After an initial selection, the most promising 15-20 model PGO's will be demonstrated and discussed during the PGO Design Gala at the NSM3.
THE TACTICAL & THE TECHNICAL

From hackers to satellite pirates the Next 5 Minutes 3 will feature projects that bend and stretch the possibilities of media technology. All levels are possible but we will definitely not fetishise high tech solutions. In fact N5M3 will counter the obsession with high technology. Instead of glitaching the high-tech fantasies of many of the international art & tech events, N5M3 will make a vigorous effort to go low-tech.

Most media, and certainly common media, heavily depend on technology. Media, actually is a term which is very hard to define; in many meanings of the word "media", technology is already implied. N5M3 will focus not only on the tactical potential of (new) media, it also wishes to reflect on the developments of media and media technology. The choice of media that we use, and the way we use this media is not completely self-evident or coincidental. Nor is it fully our own conscious decision. The construction of media technology instead is deeply political and political-economical.

The current techno-hype, propagating the consumption of computer technology with increasing speed, is an example of technology development that is hardly questioned. Even in 'leftist' environments it is taken for granted that every few years all computers must be replaced by brand new ones in order to be able to run the latest Windows or Mac version. Showing long-forgotten media, redundant computers or provocatively silly machines, N5M3 will ironically glamorise obsolete technology, and thus create some historic awareness and maybe form some kind of antidote to the hype. We will attempt to rewrite media history, perhaps to learn that the technology that survives is not necessarily the best.

Our high-tech hype is not just temporarily bound, but also spatially. What can high-tech computers do in countries where villages hardly have water or food, let alone electricity and phone connections? Which media are most effective in rural mainly illiterate areas in India? How to develop media strategies if high-tech is for economic or political reasons completely absent?

Of course, N5M3 will also look at campaigns where current technology is being used. Can armchair electronic civil disobedience be an effective campaigning strategy? Will the latest generation DV camcorders really contribute to the democratisation of the TV image? How can consumer technology be used in a struggle for emancipation or for raising awareness?

ADDITIONAL WORKSHOP:
1. Tactical Radio Today: small transmitters and narrow-casting... The architectures of net-radio, both related to live events and sound archives (MPEG 3)... A taskforce to develop an open standard for streaming sounds... Laptop radio stations using real.audio and handy phones...
The Tactical Education theme divides into three parts:

1. MEDIA LITERACY AND COMPETENCE
   This panel discussion is devoted to innovative models for the transfer of critical skills and competence in using and interpreting media, and that offer ways in which media can be used as truly empowering practice. The panel presents initiatives from such diverse backgrounds as Columbia, Bangladesh, the USA, the UK, and Serbia.

2. CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN EDUCATION
   It is a well known fact that media often play a critical role in stirring up social and political conflicts. By affecting perceptions and representations of conflicting issues, media can also be instrumental to resolve these issues. Media related learning models can provide instruments to resolve political and other tensions on a grass-roots level. The workshop brings together successful examples of such models from various parts of the world to learn from each other, and inspire future action.

3. SLAM POETRY, RAP AND SPOKEN WORDS
   On the Saturday evening Next 5 Minutes 3 will host a show program involving projects that explore the border area between street poetry, highly localised music cultures, and the contemporary media landscape in a tactical format. The show is organised in co-operation with the Spoken Word series at Paradise in Amsterdam, which explores the cross over between rap music and contemporary poetry.

Tactical Education contact persons: Eric Kluijtenberg (epk@xs4all.nl) and David Garcia (davidg@xs4all.nl)
### THURSDAY MARCH 11TH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17:00 - 18:45</td>
<td><strong>NEW MEDIA CULTURE IN EUROPE</strong>&lt;br&gt;De Baille, grote zaal&lt;br&gt;Presentation of the book 'New Media Culture in Europe' and the Hybrid Media Lounge website &amp; cd-rom&lt;br&gt;With: Marleen Slikker (De Waag), Rick van der Ploeg (Secretary of State for Culture), Thorsten Schilling (nikr.org), Bronac Ferran (Arts Council of England), Tijmen van Groenendaal (chair Virtual Platform)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:00</td>
<td><strong>MONGREL'S INSTALLATION 'NATIONAL HERITAGE'</strong>&lt;br&gt;De Waag&lt;br&gt;Opening of the installation in the Théâtre Anatomique&lt;br&gt;Including material from the Mongrel workshop in the Bijlmer&lt;br&gt;Open from 12.00 - 20.00 hours from Friday 12th March until Thursday 18th March (in co-operation with Montevideo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>MONGREL'S WORKSHOP 'NATIONAL HERITAGE'</strong>&lt;br&gt;Ganzenhoef&lt;br&gt;— Presentation and conversation in the Bijlmer at the community centre Ganzenhoef&lt;br&gt;— Saturday 6th March 14.00 - 17.00 hours: presentation&lt;br&gt;— Sunday 7th March 11.00 - 17.00 hours&lt;br&gt;— Monday 9th March 13.00 - 17.00 hours&lt;br&gt;The Mongrels are: Graham Harrwood, Mervin Jarman, Masaoka Yokoioji and Richard Pierre Davis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:00 - 01:00</td>
<td><strong>GRAND OPENING NIGHT</strong>&lt;br&gt;Kasanderpanden, Organisation: Radio Patrope and n5m&lt;br&gt;Estreeplek 8B&lt;br&gt;— With: Station Rose (Frankfurt), Canxex TV (Berlin), Erik Herve (Amsterdam), Ashley Gillard (London).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FRIDAY MARCH 12TH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td><strong>TACTICAL GUIDE TO THE CONFERENCE</strong>&lt;br&gt;De Baille, grote zaal&lt;br&gt;Program outline and introduction to the overall themes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 - 13:30</td>
<td><strong>FEMINISM &amp; MEDIA STRATEGIES/CYBER FEMINISM</strong>&lt;br&gt;De Baille, grote zaal&lt;br&gt;With: Old Boys Network and next Cyberfeminist International Participants. Outcomes of the debates at the next Cyberfeminist International (8 - 11 March, Rotterdam); Maria Fernandez (Pittsburgh): The Web and Questions of Race and Ethnicity; Vesna Jankovic/Attack and Suncana Spiranic/Zanimir/Because (Croatia): Fe-mail activism in Croatia; Elena Aristarkhova (Moscow); Radek, Russian women and the net.&lt;br&gt;Moderation: Karin Spank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00 - 16:00</td>
<td><strong>EUROPEAN AFFAIRS</strong>&lt;br&gt;De Baille, salon&lt;br&gt;— Presentation of the outcomes of the Vienna European Cultural Backpack/Network Working Centres of Innovation meeting. Presentation plus future of Hybrid Media Lounge Site &amp; CD-ROM.&lt;br&gt;Moderation: Marleen Slikker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 14:00 - 17:30 | **ART OF CAMPAIGNING**<br>Paradiso, main hall<br>With: Ineke Zeldenthout of the Clean Clothes Campaign International Secretariat (Amsterdam), Ayo Lonsi, Asia Monitor Resource Centre (Hong Kong) and Rex Voron, Asia Migrant Centre (Hong Kong); Recent campaigns in France, presented by Nathalie Maguer (Paris); Maghreb Abdallah, IM/Media and Marc Chemillier, webmaster (Paris); Sann Papiers; Giaca Seidler and Florian Schneider (Munich): Kein Mensch Ist Illegal.
DeeDee Halleck (San Diego), founding member of Paper Tiger; Prison Campaigns in the US; Rachel Baker (London); The Clashcard Project; Agustín de Quijano (London); Reclaim the Streets (free cities/illegal street parties); Sam de Silva (Australia); Stop Aboriginal (corruption mining); and other campaigns; Alex Krasnich (Frankfurt); Vote Yourself: The Art & Politics Mix of Christoph Schlingensief's "Chance OOP" (a German anti-patriarchal. Moderation: Geert Lovink)

17.30 - 19.00
De Balie, grote zaal
THE AMSTERDAM MEDIA DEBATE
Due to commercialization and regulation, tactical media are on the defensive. What are the strategies that can be devised to counter the current situation, and claim as much space as possible, on all available channels.

17.30 - 18.30
Balie, salon
INTERFUND LAUNCH MEETING
With: Manu Lukis, co-organiser of Act Servers Unlimited (London); Arnoud Medusch, telepolsis (London); Inke Amms, curator and critic (Berlin); Diana McCarty, organiser (Budapest); Pit Schultz, not critic (Berlin); Lisa Hasking, curator (London); and others.
Moderation: Rasa Smite, e-lab (Riga) and Eric Kluitenberg

20.30
De Balie, grote zaal
NIGHT OF THE VIDEO ACTIVISTS
With: Yutaka Tsushima, video act (Tokyo), Uncordmovers (London); Michael Eisenmenger, Paper Tiger TV (Next Generation); Senja Radenkovic, BSG video production (Belgrade); Free Speech TV (New York); Tony Douzenis, Hillocks (UK); and others. Moderation: David Garcia

21.00
Paradise, main hall
HOW LOW CAN YOU GO SHOW
With: Tjebbie van Tijen, artist and activist (Amsterdam); Shadow Play; James Wallbank/Redundant Technology Initiative (UK); Low Tech Manifesto; Alexei Shulgin (Moscow); 3800x Cyberpunk Rockland; Katarina Suvak (Montreal); Radio Bicycleke; Marco Pelham (Ljubljana); I<Art Technologies; Gustav Metzger (London); From Low-tech to No-tech; Yuh Cosic (Ljubljana) and Walter van der Graff (Amsterdam); Ascii Art Ensemble; Eine kleine Wassermusik (Amsterdam); Aquarel; Tetsuo Kagawa (Tokyo); mini fn lecture/performance; Convex TV (Berlin); afis8, the audio bulletin broadcast system; Instillate for Affordable Luxury (BW, Eindhoven); Let's Go; Ear Beamer and Fred Abels (Amsterdam); Boedelbuizen en Huizibuitzen.

VIP-CLUB DANCE NIGHT
23.45 live performance: Project Dark
00.30 live performance: Streamer
01.00 DJ Alec Smart
03.00 DJ Angelo de Veer
With: VTR's Bois Le Bouffle, Voci Impossibili & Lepetanima Art Movement

SUNDAY MARCH 13th

11.00 - 13.00
De Balie, grote zaal
NET-ACTIVISM
With: PI, too communication, a collective/political content provider (Toronto); Zenon Pansousis (Amsterdam); Automne a t.r.i.a.a.-gruppe, communication guerilla syndicate (Germany); Reg Egoegri (Amsterdam); Steve Kurtz/Critical Art Ensemble (Pittsburgh); Paul Garm (New York); Fanny Armstrong. MScpoint, Micelbeh and undermining multinationals (London); and others. Moderation: Jan van der Spek.

11.00 - 13.30
Paradise, main hall
TACTICAL EDUCATION: MEDIA COMPETENCE
Shahidul Alam and Partha Sarker, director and multimedia trainer at Drik/Learn Foundation (Bangladesh); Jesu Skaba Sando; Roma Youth Music Project in the Internet, C3; Centre for Culture and Communication (Budapest); Ann Whitehurst (UK), "My work and that of Center Consultants is to challenge the very existence of the norm, challenge the conforming non-disabled and their limited/limiting understanding of life, politics, culture"; John Hopkins (non-located). Tech-no-id artist and educator, neo-scenes occupation; Olii Liliina (Moscow); Web Stories; Mervis Jarman/Mongrel (London), National Heritage: radical software products that scramble the assumptions of the new media industry; Thomas Poole (New York); Poetry Slims, using competitive street poetry developed by African Americans to raise media literacy; Michael Eisenmenger, Paper Tiger TV (New York); Renée Kool/Stefan Kunzmann (Amsterdam/Vienna); Visual artist, theater maker and graphic designer enables children to enter the public curriculum and secondary schools of the country of Friesland. Moderation: David Garcia and Eric Kluitenberg.

13.00 - 14.00
Paradise, small hall
STREAMING MEDIA: WORKSHOP
Tetsuo Kagawa (Tokyo); Rasa Smite, founder of e-lab (Riga); Mauro Zini and Nina Meilid, Digital City (Amsterdam); Adam Hyde, Radio Qualia (Adelaide); Josephine Basma (Amsterdam); Convex TV (Berlin).

14.00 - 15.30
De Balie, kleine zaal
SATELLITE WORKSHOP
Ups and downs of communication satellites and tactical media (veit & fantasy). With: Raul Marraquín, Mauro Zini and Zoe D'Amore (Amsterdam); Benedeun Hallock, Paper Tiger/Deep Dish TV (New York); Horderik Baergert, editor in Chief of Europe by Satellite: Alain Fournier; Dr. Gis, German satellite specialist (Bonn); Vicki Gray, AZGOO (Amsterdam); Michael Hogen freelance journalist (The Hague), Marco Pelham (Ljubljana/Insular technologies); Jed Rosenweig (New York), artist and media activist working with satellite feeds; Robert van Boeschoten, Dutch Mcalhan program (Amsterdam); Ross Maus, director of TES-Telecom, operator of an Europe-wide amateur satellite TV channel from Heerhugowaard (The Netherlands); Danny Puchen, satellite & tv dealer (Amsterdam). The use of satellite dishes among members of ethnic minorities as a main competitor of cable tv to Tetsuo Kagawa, radio activist (Tokyo).

14.00 - 17.30
Paradise, main hall
POST GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATION
PGO DEBATE
Steve Cisler/Association for Community Networking (US); U.S. Community, Network groups as PGOs; Kevin Dowling (UK): relationships between NGOs, mercenary armies and corporations; Adrienne van Heeter/Open Society Institute (Budapest); The role of NGOs in the transformation processes in Eastern Europe; Thomas Keenan (New York); The politics of the NGO-movement; Saskia Sassen (New York); Migration, global finance, the transformations of economic and social networks in the age of electronic network technologies.

PGO PROJECT PRESENTATIONS
Richard Barbrook (London); Digital Workers Union; Lachazar Boyadjiev (Sofia); Culture Board; Daniel Garcia Andric (Valencia); Art Power Database; BTRMark (Los Angeles); VZK Industries; Rasa Smite (Riga) and Manu Lukis (London); The Interlunt; Association of Autonomous Astronauts.

Moderation: Mariclaey Loynon and Andreas Bromkam

16.30-18.00
De Balie, salon
RADICAL SOFTWARE: CRITIQUE AND PRACTICE
An open workshop with: Volker Grassmuck, miktik org (Berlin), co-organiser of the upcoming Wizards of DS conference (Berlin, July 1999), members of Mognet (London), Mics Flur (Vienna); The Threader, a web tool; organizers of the second international Browswerday (Amsterdam, May 20), and others. Moderation: Ted Byfield (New York).

17.00 - 19.00
De Balie, grote zaal
SOUTH ASIA
With: Shahidul Alam, photographer & director of Drik Picture Library (Dhaka, Bangladesh); Kunda Dixit, Asia Pacific South Asia (Tehran, Makali, Nepal); Mike Aziz, freelance journalist (U S Kari/Amsterdam); Shudhadrata Sengupta, independent filmmaker (New Delhi, India); Gijs Hillenius: Brama Centre (The Netherlands); Moderation: Eric Kluitenberg

18.00 - 21.00
Balie, salon
V2 EAST SYNDICATE MEETING
Meeting of the Syndicate Network, the mailing list on electronic and media art in Central and Eastern Europe (http://www.v2.nl/east).

22.00 - 23.30
Paradise, upper room
FAKESHOP PERFORMANCE
Artificial Geography, an Internet performance and TV-broadcast by Fakeshop (Brooklyn, NY), live from the media studio: on-line, on the air, and on TV.

21.00
Paradise, main hall
TACTICAL EDUCATION: POETRY & MOTION
Production, main hall
20.30 Doors open; DJ Soundwich
21.00 Film Slam - Let the Words Fly (Marc Levin, 1998), presented by Emerald Eberly
22.45 Mike Ladd (30 min) performing Poet
SUNDAY MARCH 14TH

11.00 - 13.00
De Baile, groote zaal
INTEREST FORUM
With: Ilya Lee (Los Taipets), MediaNet, activists in Taiwan; Anna Har Mei-Yoke, Community Video trainer and practitioner (Kuala Lumpur); Teddyaya Basuki (Jakarta); Countering government propaganda; Hoejang Cho (Seoul): Do you yourself media for you young unemployed; Tetsuya Ueno, cultural studies theorist (Tokyo); Inter-East and media activism in Japan. Moderation: John Hultkrak (London)

11.00 - 14.00
Paradiso, main hall
MEDIA & CONFLICT RESOLUTION
With: Arber Vllahhi, Radio Koha (Pristina); Alternative Media and the Kosovo Conflict; Vesna Manojlovic (Belgrade/Amsterdam); Peace Schools in the former Yugoslavia/Opennied Classroom; Vesna Jankovic (Zagreb); ATTACK/PARADIGM - Anti-War Action; Marilyn Hyndman (Belfast), Northern Violence; Michael Warschawski (Jerusalem/Beithlehem): The Alternative Information Centre - A joint Israeli and Palestinian initiative; Athol Asd (Sri Lanka/London), freelance journalist: Conflict Resolution through Television. Moderation: Andrei van Es

13.00 - 15.00
De Baile, grote zaal
CORPORATE COUNTER CAMPAIGNS

13.00 - 16.00
15.00 - 16.00
De Baile, salon
IKON RADIO: DE ANDERE WERELD VAN ZONDAGMIDNACHT - NISM SPECIAL
Seminaria Debate. With: BVR, Press Now, Hasan Rahmanovic and Kiko Malicki: Moderation: Jo van der Spak

14.00 - 14.30
Paradiso, main hall
STREAMING MEDIA: B92 PRESENTATION
Presentation of Belgrade Initiatives B-92 (the FM radio), www.opemnet.org (Internet), ANEM (the radio satellite network) and plans for television. With: Sasa Mirkovic, Drazen Pantic and Sonja Radenkovic

14.30 - 16.30
Paradiso, main hall
STREAMING MEDIA FORUM
With: B92 (Belgrade); Tetsuo Kagawa, radio activist (Tokyo); Ashley Gillard, pirateradio.co.uk (London); Erwin Bloom, VPRO (Netherlands); Eugen Saracini, Radio 21 (Pristina); Freespeech TV (New York); Adam Hyde, Radio Oasis (Adelaide). Moderation: Josephine Bosma

15.00 - 16.30
De Baile, grote zaal
ART AFTER ACTIVISM?
This debate will address some of the doubts that hard core activists have about the usefulness of (new media) art in a political context. With: Beebee Haileeck (US), Alex Galloway/Rizicke, Shu Lea Cheang/Visual artist (New York), Ronnie Turner, Stichting de Gezan (Amsterdam), Kate Rich/Bureau of Inverse Technologies (New York), Steve Kurtz/Critical Art Ensemble (Pittsburgh), David Garcia (Amsterdam) a.e. Moderation: Babeth van Lee

15.00 - 16.30
De Baile, kleine zaal
MIGRATION MEETING
Hacking the Borderline: Media & RL activism against new border regimes. With: Autocron Centrum (Amsterdam), Marie Chevalier (Paris), De Fabel van de Illegaals (Leiden), IN/Media (Paris), Cross the Border (Munich), Ola Lissna (Moscow), RTMark (US), Rex Varona (Hongkong), Wil van der Schans, Bureau Jansen & Janssen (Amsterdam) and others.

16.30
Paradiso, main hall
CLOSING DEBATE & REPORTS
21.00
Paradiso, main hall
CINEMA DIGITAI - CLUB NU
20.30
DJ Houb Reekink
21.15
Interview with Richard Sandler, director of the film 'The Gods of Time Square'
Presentation: Kees Brincken
21.30
Start film: The Black Flag (10 min)
21.40
Start film: The Gods Of Time Square (100 min)
23.20
Club No: e-Science Closing Party with DJ Houb Reekink

TACTICAL AUTONOMOUS ZONE (TAZ)

De Baile, kleine zaal and salon.
A free space for presentations, workshops and debates. Please look for a special program in the main hall of De Baile, and at the information desk, for specific times and places of the TAZ program.

- Noel Douglas (UK): Sup/Ur/Market - Ur scanner, a prototype portable network device for anti-corporate information
- Paul Garcia (New York): Update of the Name.Space project (http://namespace.xs.net)
- Gabriele Lisofioff (Hamburg): I e g i n a l o c k e d o u t - a Statement on Mass Communication
- Gary Danner and Elisa Rose (Frankfurt): Station Rose - The First Decade, book presentation
- Robin Hammam (London): Using free tools for building activist communities online
- Tomi Edgar von Bucholtz and J. Fox (Pittsburgh): Pittsburgh Films/100 years
- Guy van Belle (Gent): New Young Farmers Claim Future
- Raul Marques (Amsterdam) and guests: The Low Technology Workshop
- Under currents/PAUL O'CORMAC and Rodney MANSFIELD (Oxford): Alternative News Radio
- Andy Portes: HUB-projects, invent and perform camcorder dramas on the streets
- Igor Markovic: A joint presentation of Attack, autonomous cultural factory, Arkiza, medialab Lamparna and BBS Zanim
- Dave Sag/Virtual Artists Project Ltd (Aus): Roboconomics, working with surveillance art
- Lunaa (Bosnia): The Great Link Project/Meeting Gate Project
- Sue Thomas: TENHOFIBA - a Visual Forum
- Christina Kepenik-Steckel (Amsterdam): EYFA Video Activists Network
- Dennis Gabahner/Paper Tiger Television (New York): Subverting Media: a Guide To Low Tech Information Activism/Don't just view it do it!
- Eric Galatas and Masso Jacobi, Free Speech TV (USA): Media as a Movement Building Tool
- Institute for Applied Autonomy (Pittsburgh): 'Contestational robotics' project
- Stadtwerke Hannover (Linz, Austria): clickscope28, public Internet projection project
- Alex Galloway (New York), Rizicke, an online mailing list on site-specific art
- Sara Tatic (Prague): Introducing CRIMP, the Centre for Advanced Media in Prague
- Theresa Zeebend: Amsterdam artist presenting her Bijlmer years
- United Press Conference: United for Intercultural Action, launch of the European Action Week against Racism
- Equipo Flambreras, Flyingmind, Marcelo Exposito and United Artists from the Museum: Tactical Area, a low-tech Internet project
SCREENINGS
Curated by Peter van Hoof, Kees Briniek, Babette van Lee and Giustina Nicole.

FRIDAY, BALIE
19:00-23:00
Night of the Video Activists.

SATURDAY, BALIE
14:00-16:30
Micky Mouse goes to Haiti: Walt Disney and the Science of Exploitation.
Crowing Rooster, Haiti/us 1997 (24 min)
Zoned for slavery: The Child behind the Label. Crowing Rooster, Hnduras/us, 1997 (24 min)
McLlhon: Two Worlds Collide. Francy Armstrong, UK 1997 (60 min)
21:00-23:00
La pistil dangerous. Rene Braumann, France (58 min)
A Pig’s Tale. Leah Gordon & Anne Parison, UK 1998, UK (52 min)
23:00-01:00
Carje, Alberto Durand, Peru 1998, (110 min), English subtitles

SATURDAY, PARADISO
21:00-22:00
Slam: Let the Words Fly. Marc Levin, US 1997, US (94 min), 35mm

SUNDAY, BALIE
19:30-21:00
Slam: Let the Words Fly. Marc Levin, US 1997 (94 min), 35mm

SUNDAY, PARADISO
21:00-23:00
Black Flag. Istvan Kantor, Canada 1988 (10 min)
The gods of times square. Richard Sandler, US 1998 (100 min), director present.

VIDEO LIBRARY
Paradise, cellar, open 11.00-23.00, video screening possibilities, for individuals and groups, with monitors and a projector.
Access to the Next Five Minutes video collections, containing both old and new material. For more information, please go to the on-line catalogue: http://www.nsf.nl/video

PROGRAMME ROTTERDAM
INSULAR TECHNOLOGIES
Workshop at V2_Organisation Rotterdam
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, March 15 - 17
The presentations on Monday evening and Wednesday evening are open to a wider audience.

MONDAY MARCH 15
late afternoon: first meeting, socialising
20.00 - 22:05: Public Presentation of the Insular Technologies project in co-operation with PACT Systems Ljubljana and Ljodina HK-LAB (Marko Pejzgan/Borja Jelic/Tomaz Izcic)

TUESDAY MARCH 16
Lectures, discussion and working sessions on:
10.00 - 14.00 Wireless Data Communications Technologies - characteristic and alternatives.
15.00 - 18.00 Encryption - technical possibilities and legal aspects.
20.00 - 22.00 International Telecommunications Laws - legal and political implications of the Insular Technologies System

WEDNESDAY MARCH 17
Follow-up discussions
11.00 - 18.00 Follow-up on the themes and discussions of the previous day, drafting of a realistic, suitable plan.
20.00 - 22.00 Public presentation of the IT Consortium and workshop results

PARTICIPANTS INCLUDE:
BALHAUS BOVY (NL), representative of Consortium member C3; Jaap Beth (NL), packet radio and computer bricolier; Michael van Eeden (NL), representative of Consortium, member De Waag; Arthur Elenbaas (NL), innovator in the field of radio, analog/digital and human machine interfaces; Karel Frostote (NL), representative of WorldCon; Janis Garance (LV), representative of Consortium, member E-Lab; Rog Geogheggi (NL), founder of XSSALL and cryptography expert; Peter Hogehe (SE), representative of Consortium, member CRAC; Berja Jelic (SI) of PACT Systems and Ljodina HK-LAB, radio/computer software engineer; Daylif Kleiner (CDN), pirate radio & netcasting wizard of WUD-AUDIO infamy; Sargis Kechman (UA), secure speech communication, speech coding; Kees Mulder (NL), packet radio and computer bricolier; Marko Pejzgan (SI) of PACT Systems, short-wave tactical radio strategist; Tomaz Izcic (SI) of R-T, radio/computer software engineer; Simona Rigoi (YU) Representative of Consortium, member of CyberRez; Remko Schä (NL), innovator in the field of sound and radio; Raikis Smit (LV), representative of Consortium, member of E-Lab; Janes Stevens (UK), representative of Consortium, member of Backspace; Patrik Tschelin (CH), packet radio over short-wave (OF) and VHF; Will Watts (CDN), TAD-affiliated DE-coder and network protocol specialist; Maurice Westling (NL), encryption expert, working at the XsAll.nl, political department.

PROSPECTIVE MEMBERS OF THE CONSORTIUM INCLUDE:
Backspace, London; C3 - Centre for Culture and Communication, Budapest; CRAC - Creative Room for Art and Computing, Stockholm; CyberRez, Belgirate; E-Lab, Riga; Ljodina - Ljubljana Digital Media Lab, Ljubljana; Public Netbase, Vienna; V2_Organisation - Institute for the Unstable Media, Rotterdam; De Waag - Society for Old and New Media, Amsterdam.

NEXT CYBERFEMINIST INTERNATIONAL
RELATED INDEPENDENT EVENT
Zaal De Unie, Meetsweeg 35, Rotterdam
Monday 8th - Thursday 11th March
Organised by the Old Boys Network: http://www.obn.org
More info at: obn@ic.nl

MONDAY, MARCH 8
14.00: opening event of the next Cyberfeminist International
With: An introductory discussion by Old Boys Network members. Nat Muller: Cyberfeminists and Activism; Marie Tralla (Estonia/UK) and Paw Skelton (UK); Private Views: Space; Recognised in Contemporary Art from Estonia and Britain; Yvesine Vulcari: Art strategies in the New World Order; Herine van Oostendorp: SpiderBag: Browsing the Brain.

TUESDAY, MARCH 9
17:00: Hacking as method and metaphor
With: Cornelia Sollfrank, Barbara Thoren/ Rena Tanger, Stephanie Wehner, Corrine Petrus/Marinke open discussion: "women and hacking" with statements from all speakers of the day.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10
10.00: Goethe Insitut: Split bodies and fluid gender: the cutting edge of information technology - (between scientific and artistic visions?) With: Claudia Rothe: Bio/Ex (Evolution); On the Contemporary Military-Medical Complex And Maren Hartmann: The Cyberfememe.

THURSDAY, MARCH 11
11.00: Feminist Activism/Resistance/Intervention/Globalism
With: Feminism, Difference, and Global Capital (Maria Fernandez and Faith Wilding in conversation); Ursula Bienmann: <performing the border>; Raia Smith: net.activist: enforing the space; Caroline Bassett: A Manifesto Against Manifestos.

Next Cyberfeminist International funders: Schweizer Kulturstiftung Pro Helvetia, Stichting Mana Cash, Rotterdam.
**BROADCASTS**

- DDS 1: radio from Paradise (24 hours a day)
- DDS 2: the live program from the main hall in Paradise and the TV live show
- DDS 3: from the Balie

**RADIO BROADCASTS AT:**
- n5m3-basis: 95.8 FM
- Radio 100: 99.3 FM
- Radio Patapoe 97.2 FM
- Agaat Radio: 96.3 FM

**TELEVISION BROADCASTS AT SALTO A1 (CHANNEL 26):**
- Friday: live from 21.00 - 1.00, tapes from 2.00 - 16.00 hours
- Saturday: live from 22.00 - 2.00, tapes from 2.00 - 11.00 hours

---

**CONFERENCE VENUES:**

**PARADISO,** Weteringschans 6-8, NL-1017 SG Amsterdam, tel. +31 20 6264521, fax +31 20 6222721, e-mail: paradiso@paradiso.nl, [http://www.paradiso.nl](http://www.paradiso.nl)

**DE BALIE,** Kleine Gartmanplantsoen 10, NL-1017 RR Amsterdam, tel. +31 20 5535151, fax +31 20 5535155, e-mail: info@balie.nl, [http://www.balie.nl](http://www.balie.nl)

**V2 ORGANISATIE,** Eendrachtsstraat 10, NL-3012 XL Rotterdam, tel. +31 20 2067272, fax +31 20 2067271, e-mail: v2@v2.nl, [http://www.v2.nl](http://www.v2.nl)

**SOCIETY FOR OLD AND NEW MEDIA/DE WAAG,** Nieuwmarkt 4, NL-1012 CR Amsterdam, tel. +31 20 5579898, fax +31 20 5579890, e-mail: society@waag.org, [http://www.waag.org](http://www.waag.org)

**VIRTUAL CONFERENCE VENUE,** The Digital City, Amsterdam, [http://www.dds.nl](http://www.dds.nl)

---

**TICKET PRICES**

- **Passe partout / DL.65,-** for all day, evening and night programmes at De Balie and Paradiso
- **Day tickets / DL.25,-** for De Balie and Paradiso, evening and night programmes included
- **De Balie screening tickets / DL.10,-**

**EVENING AND NIGHT PROGRAMMES:**
- **Friday DL.20,-** (How Low Can You Go Show/VIP-night)
- **Saturday DL.20,-** (Poetry & Motion/Noodlanding-dance night)
- **Sunday DL.15,-** (Cinema Digital/Club No)

**FINANCIAL SUPPORT**

NGS, Program for international cultural relations of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Education, Culture & Science of The Netherlands; Backbone; Mondriaan Foundation; Thessaloniki; ApeX Fund; Amsterdam Fund for the Arts; Press Now; Salto.

[http://www.n5m.org](http://www.n5m.org)  info@n5m.org
GET ORGANISED!

CYBER FEMINISM / FEMINISM & MEDIA STRATEGIES
The Next Cyberfeminist International conference will be held in Rotterdam from the 8th to the 11th of March 1999. This conference, initiated by the cyberfeminist group Old Boys Network and titled 'Strategies for a New Cyberfeminism', is a follow-up on the first Cyberfeminist International which took place in 1997 at the Documenta X in Kassel, Germany. One strong impetus for initiating this conference was to make information available about the many ways in which new communications, imaging and medical technologies are having profound impact on the lives, work and health of women locally and globally. Therefore, the NCJ will start off with discussing the myths, utopias and histories of Cyberfeminism so far, and will continue with considering how new technologies are used by and affect women nowadays. This will be assessed through the three main themes of Feminist/Female Hacking, Women / Media / Politics / Technology, and Activism / Resistance. Conclusions, problems and points of view raised at NCJ will be then further developed and put in a larger context at N5M3 through several presentations and lectures.

Cyberfeminism as a whole opens up new possibilities for several forms of feminist zeal, both in the field of theory as in everyday practice. Issues of geographical embodied versus virtual identity and subjectivity, of feminist activism and hacktivism through the net, of the relation to current everyday women's experiences, of the intersection with discourses on class, sexuality, ethnicity and geographical location, and of the relation with feminist histories will be addressed. Furthermore, the connection of cyberfeminists to various other media forms like the printed press, film and e-mail used for feminist purposes will be explored at N5M3 as well as potential activist and theoretical alliances regarding common feminist goals.

* contact person: Ingrid Hoofd (ingrid@waag.org)

INTER EAST FORUM
Since the sudden collapse of the Thai baht, in June 1997, the currency crisis in the Asia-Pacific region has grown into an economic crisis, and one net contained within the region. In the west, the crisis hit with all the force of a global media event, shattering the illusion of an 'Asian economic miracle'. Of course there were those in both the west and the east who knew the shaky foundations of crony capitalism and global finance capital opportunism on which the miracle was built, but these voices were subdued in the margin. Now that economic recession has triggered political crises, particularly in Indonesia, and in a different way, Malaysia, it is worth asking what role the media plays in the globalisation of capital and the growth dynamics of developing states. This forum will examine the ways in which social movements, trade unions and NGOs navigate the restricted information circuits - not only in the East but also between East and West. How can tools such as video and the Internet be used? Can 'tactical media' make a difference?

* contact persons: Toshya Ueno (VYC04344@niftyserve.or.jp) and Geert Lovink (geert@xs4all.nl)

N5M3
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SOUTH ASIA FORUM
During Next 5 Minutes 3 we want to devote special attention to media developments in the South-Asian region. A recent workshop for on the development of the Internet in South Asia asserts that "South Asia is the world's most illiterate region, and confronts myriad man-made and natural problems", and questions what role in particular networked media such as the Internet can play in overcoming these problems. Key representatives of important media initiatives from the region will be invited for N5M3. We want to investigate how both the established media, as well as the Internet, can strengthen local communities. What are the specific problems the new media forms pose? The organisation of the media and communications infrastructures differ strongly amongst the various countries. Local issues of censorship, lack of access for the local population, difficulties in accessing media production means, if not direct obstruction of the free distribution of media products (film, video, TV programs, web sites, etc.) are some of the issues that will be discussed in the wider international framework that N5M3 can provide.

Next 5 Minutes 3 will host amongst others a workshop on the development of the Internet as a tactical medium in South Asia. The workshop will address local policy issues and discuss recent developments, in particular the possibility of independent Internet service provision. The workshop intends to promote co-operation with similar initiatives in other parts of the world. Himal, the South Asian Magazine, has expressed interest to carry this discussion further via its magazine locally, after the conference.

* contact person: Eric Kluitenberg (epk@xs4all.nl)
INTERFUND LAUNCH MEETING

The idea for the Interfund started in the context of a number of meetings of independent artists' initiatives in the field of net culture, such as Art Servers Unlimited in London, the Net Radio Days Berlin and Xchange Unlimited in Riga. The Interfund is conceived as a real virtual fund for independent digital media art projects, a pool of shared resources, and a cooperative translocal structure. It is also an attempt of independent new media culture initiatives to stay independent and build a joint protection shield against bureaucratic structures and procedures. The Interfund is an ironic post-governmental critique of the lack in interest by official cultural and political structures to support this kind of independent new media culture, where these initiatives start to fund themselves rather than waiting for outside support. On a more practical level the Interfund will be an access point to shared resources, skills and knowledge, as well as to (international) funding. The purpose of the meeting at NSM3 is to continue the discussion that started on how such a structure could actually work, and to develop a plan how to set up the Interfund and start its operation.

Contact persons: Rasa Smite (rasa@parkis.lv) and Eric Rihnemberg (epk@xs4all.nl)

EUROPEAN AFFAIRS

The Europe Debate: Recently, several attempts have been made to bring together European independent initiatives, which work in the field of new media and cyber culture. Some of the meetings have stressed 'art and industry' whereas others have tried to counter balance the influence of big corporations, state-owned research labs and museums. Following the 'Practice in Policy' conference (Amsterdam, November 1997) and Linz (October 1998), the debate is now focusing on workable models, which are not competing with small, existing networks but instead function as a sustainable support systems. At Next Five Minutes a proposal will be put on the table to create a 'European Cultural Backbone', a network of networks, aimed to distribute resources such as bandwidth and expertise.

AMSTERDAM MEDIA DEBATE

In tactical media circles the Amsterdam local media environment has always been looked upon as an almost utopian model. However, the recent rescheduling of the two 'open channels', the blocks of broadcasting time that several organisations and initiatives had managed to keep intact over the past few years, has been fragmented, if not almost obliterated. Furthermore, although the design of the digital public domain is an important question, we should not merely focus on this specific issue. The 'old' media are still very relevant today and will probably be so in the foreseeable future.

Since NSM has its roots in the unique, incredibly rich and diverse media culture that once existed in Amsterdam, we see it as our task to explore the mechanisms that have brought about the decline of this particular culture and to discuss potential future developments of the Amsterdam media infrastructure. We will do this in the form of a research project that will be launched during the NSM3 conference by a lecture and a panel discussion.

Contact person: Menno Grootveld (menno@waag.org)
ADDITIONAL PRESENTATIONS:
1. presentation of the P2P (Practice to Policy) Book titled 'New Media Culture in Europe', dealing with issues like innovation, art, education and the public domain in contemporary Europe.

2. presentation of the Hybrid Media Lounge Site & CD-Rom: The Hybrid Media Lounge, a searchable web database and spin-off CD-Rom, will begin the visual mapping of electronically-driven cultural networking in Europe. Hundreds of organisations, mailing lists, projects and individuals across Europe will be invited to contribute information about themselves, their activities and their thoughts on networks via a special online response form. The response page will open in mid-December 1999 and close at a mid-January deadline. The database will be set up by the Society for Old and New Media in Amsterdam, then passed on to another institution to be maintained, updated and altered, and passed on many more times after that. It is thus intended to be an ongoing collaborative project, which will periodically be saved in "freeze" form to provide a record of its development over time.

In general we seek to make a searchable database of initiatives that concern themselves with culturally productive goals (1) involving the exchange and co-production of ideas and (2) making use of electronic networks. Each organisation's entry will list contact info, projects, publications and events; provide space for the entity to explain its mission and philosophy; and collect meaningful data that can be used to build an overall picture of relative resources and cultural-political contexts. Using information supplied by the organisations and individuals themselves, we will attempt to map the links and other relationships between them. This database will be contained on a website, and a "freeze" of the database contents will be made available on CD-Rom, which will be presented at N5M3. The CD-Rom will be publicly distributed by Hybrid Media Lounge organisations, will be for sale during N5M3, and will be distributed together with the book "New Media Culture in Europe".

For more information, please contact the database editor at laura@waag.org or go to: http://www.medialounge.net

N5M3
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INSULAR TECHNOLOGIES
After the conference, V2 Organization in Rotterdam will host a five-day N5M3 workshop (15-19 March 99) on 'Insular Technologies', in co-operation with PACT Systems Ljubljana (Marko Peljhan and Borja Jelic). 'Insular Technologies' is a system for creating an autonomous, encrypted short-wave radio-based Internet backbone between media labs world-wide, set up with the aim of becoming less dependent on the current proprietary infrastructure.

The proposal for this IT project is the implementation and construction of a High Frequency (HF) radio, point to point secure analogue-digital network first within Europe and its tactical media centres and further around the globe in the range of 1.6-30 MHz. The workshop will serve to discuss the technical, legal, political and organisational implications of the project, detouching into specific topics regarding wireless technology, encryption, international media law and marketing. In the long run, it will aim at the formation of the IT Consortium of media centres that will form the basis of the IT network.

* contact person: Andreas Broeckmann (abroeck@v2.nl)

'CRISES BETWEEN AESTHETICS AND TACTICAL MEDIA'
It has been seriously questioned whether art has a role or even a meaning within serious political campaigns. As Dee Dee Halleck put it in a recent mail: "What does it mean to talk of art in a society in which Philip Morris has a partnership with the Whitney Museum, in which Monsanto is sponsoring the rain forest exhibit at the Museum of Natural History? We are all living in a Banana Republic...".

Nevertheless the Next 5 Minutes itself originated from within the visual arts community. And a primary goal of the conference has been to provide an environment where media artists with a social agenda and groups committed exclusively to political action could meet, form alliances and learn from each other. Despite this radical pragmatism the relationship between these worlds remains uneasy and will probably continue to do so. As many leading protagonists in this argument will be present it is clearly the moment for a debate which moves beyond crude polarisations and seeks to identify the conditions for a renewed and viable relationship between art and political activism.

* contact person: David Garcia (davidd@xs4all.nl)

THE PROGRAMME WILL BE PUBLISHED ON THE WEBSITE ON MARCH 1. FOR PRACTICAL INFORMATION ABOUT COSTS, REGISTRATION, TICKETS, ETC. PLEASE CONSULT THE WEBSITE: WWW.NDM.ORG
FREE ZONE

Besides the core programme, Next Five Minutes 3 offers a range of platforms and facilities which participants can use. There will be the possibility to set up meetings, presentations, screenings and debates, even on short notice. There is a similar open structure for the live radio, television and internet channels, where individuals and groups can get time slots to tactical media they find of interest. The open structures will exist besides the edited and curated parts of the event. If you want to do such a workshop or program, please contact the editorial team at n5m3@waag.org.

MEDIA OUTPUT AND PLATFORMS

A combination of media platforms including Radio, TV and Webcasting will be an integral tool of the N5M3. The main goal of these open media platforms will be to facilitate active collaboration with visiting groups as well as create environment for a artists to realise new works. Along with collaborations with visitors the cable TV team will be covering debates and other live-events, plus transmitting a selection of the tapes brought by guests. In addition there will be an on-line journal allowing for extensive coverage of the event. A video library and archive will also be available to all visitors.

* contact person: Menno Grootveld (menno@waag.org)

SCREENINGS & CALL FOR TAPES

During the conference there will be a program of formal screenings related to the themes of this conference. And we are also continuing to develop our already extensive archive of tactical media.

During the previous editions of the Next 5 Minutes we have asked tactical media practitioners to contribute to our growing archive of tapes (and other media, CD-roms etc.). This archive is available to visitors during the conference for both formal screenings and informal viewings. In previous conferences many groups agreed to donate their work to the archive which is permanently housed at the Dutch not for profit, Foundation for Social movements where it is both conserved and also made available for researchers. The Next 5 Minutes 3 is an ideal opportunity to continue to develop this archive with its accompanying data base, which will be an invaluable source of information both for today's activists and researchers and for generations to come. We would be grateful if you or your group would send us anything you consider relevant for either a conference screening or for the archive.

A series of films and videos related to the tactical media theme will be screened at N5M3. There is also space available for screening recent material that deals with the conference themes. Suggestions, together with the tape content, title, format, running time, author/producer and contact person can be sent to the editorial team at n5m3@waag.org.
MONGREL-NATIONAL HERITAGE

The London-based group 'Mongrel' will be presenting its international project National Heritage. It commits audiences, artists and collaborators to a confrontation with their interposition within cultural, biological and technologies and its related racism. The project as a whole operates by means of street posters, newspapers, publications, a WWW search engine 'Natural Selection', and an installation at De Waag. In accomplishing its aims, the project will engender interpretative methods of collaborative working between audiences, artists and project contributors that exploit the possibilities presented by new communications technology for art working within a social context.

'Colour Separation' is constructed from photos of over one hundred people who are related in some day-to-day way with the core Mongrel group. Using "HeritageGold" software it transforms their images into eight un-glamourous stereotypes of black/yellow/brown/white men and women. Through computer manipulation they construct hybrid identities that have never existed before. They represent new stereotypes. On the cover of one of their publications they have a white man wearing a black mask covered in spit. The viewer is left wondering who has done the spitting. Is it a white man fed up with his friend pretending to be black? Or has he been spat on because he is a black-masked man who is white underneath? "In this work as in the rest of society we perceive the demonic phantoms of other 'races'." Harwood, (member of Mongrel alongside Richard Pierre-Davis and Matsuko Yokokoji).

More: info@mongrel.org.uk, http://www.mongrel.org.uk
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